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"Personas 3 does not work with IE11." I came across this lately at work and before others are having the
same questions, I thought I`ll write a blog to help Personas 3 architects.
Key take away is that Personas 3 works with IE11, but currently is not supported. In general, Personas 3
"follows the Desktop Browser Support Statement as published in PAM for the NW 7.4 release". [1] NW
7.4 supports IE11, so the goal is to have Personas 3 work flawless on IE11 too. There is a restriction
mentioned in the SAP Note about that "IE11 is currently not supported". Emphasis on currently. The
real problem why IE11 is currently not supported is explained in [2]. IE11 has a huge performance problem
that hits you when running Personas 3. This problem is not caused by SAP, but by IE11 and as the note
states, "SAP has reported several issues to Microsoft on 04th of May 2015". As of August 20th, Microsoft
delivered a patch that looks to address the issue ("MS provided a new version of IE11 which dramatically
improves the performance issue"). As the notes state, SAP is taking a look into this and when the patches
provided by Microsoft are evaluated and considered good enough, SAP will update the note [1] and IE11
will be supported. For now we`ll have to wait and hope that this will be done early.
Important SAP Notes
1728946 - Browser: Browser Support Strategy for NetWeaver
2050838 - SAP Screen Personas - Limitations/Restrictions/Behavior
2163772 - IE Issue: Massive performance issues in IE11
MS patch for IE11
[1] 2050838 - SAP Screen Personas - Limitations/Restrictions/Behavior
[2] 2163772 - IE Issue: Massive performance issues in IE11
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